
PEOPLE WITH PROJECTS
READ UNIVERSAL HOME GROUP PUBLICATIONS

At Universal Media Co we use both distribution and content strategy  
to make sure our mediums reach real people with projects.

At the end of 2020 we asked some of them what they thought about our media, and picked up a lot of 
project stories along the way. These people are all renovating, building, or have just moved in to new 
homes.  They are extremely engaged, loving our articles on products, décor and outdoor furnishings – 
they clearly represent a portion of the market that is actively spending. 

Once they see your stuff they want to buy - these are the people doing web searches and appearing in 
showrooms. Get your product in front of the market that matters via Universal Home Group today.

NAME STATE COMMENT

Bel Brown NSW 
I’m currently renovating our new coastal home and it’s given endless inspiration for outdoor furniture! 
I’m a terrible designer and such a visual person the the magazine gets my creative brain flowing! 

Michelle 
Anisseh

NSW
I like the Great Outdoors inspiration as we are currently re-working our courtyard to make the most of 
the space for all seasons, I also LOVE inspiration homes such as the French inspired home in Victoria. 

Melissa Maxey VIC
I’m looking at updating my outdoor area to make it functional all year round. I found some good tips 
and suggestions that I will take into account when I renovate.

Nicole Kearney NSW
Being part way through a renovation I’m loving the outdoor inspirations in the latest read. Looking at 
pergolas, landscaping and the idea of a pool. You have certainly given me food for thought!

Peter Chung NT
This issue genuinely inspired my wife and I’s future renovation plans to expand our kitchen and 
outdoor area for out future family! 

John Atkinson SA
I have just purchased a new Home and I am madly scouring around for makeover ideas. The Outdoor 
features are particularly interesting because I am heavily into Garden Design. Original ideas with go to 
information are invaluable.

Tricia Harrison VIC
It has given me some great idea’s about my outdoor area. How to take it to the next level with a little 
bit of paint and some great Furniture idea’s that I never thought about

Robyn Baker NSW
The amazing ideas for the ‘outdoor retreat’ were wonderful, as we currently building our first 
‘together’ home. 

Anna 
Stanislawski 

SA
The outdoor living for all Seasons gave us inspiration to turn our backyard into an oasis during 
lockdown 

Lizzy Mitchell NSW
Outdoor living is where I will be spending money on this year. Making outdoor space more inviting 
Home Design BBQ, Pergola idea’s are awesome!

Gail Birks VIC
Love the ideas to get my home and yard ready for summer. I get inspired, our backyard gets revived 
and hard-working hubby perspires!  

Rebecca Ibrahim NSW
I loved the article about outdoor living for all seasons. It really inspired me to change my back 
entertainment area. 

Louise Reid TAS
I was really inspired by the article on outdoor living. It gave me the knowledge to treat our garden as 
another room and not simply a landscape.

Cressida Ward QLD
Melbourne’s inner city garden has given my husband and I some inspiration.  We live in inner city 
Brisbane and our backyard is tired and uninviting. This has given us some ideas to give our backyard a 
new lease on life and low maintenance theme.

Matej Pribelsky NSW
Having only JUST finished renovating our deck and pool deck and looking for inspiration, the Outdoor 
furniture feature definitely comes at exactly the right time!

Rowan Hunt QLD
The Next-gen fireplaces had some beautiful designs that I fell in love with. I never thought about an 
outdoor fireplace, but I want one now!


